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ABSTRACT

We report the results of operational testing of a 200 gram closed-cycle Joule-Thomson Micro Compressor. This unique compressor is a modified version of our TRL 6 Pulse Tube Micro Compressor, using the same Oxford-style flexure bearing and clearance seal architecture common in highly reliable long life cryocoolers. The compressor is capable of delivering closed-loop dc gas flow with a high pressure ratio, suitable for driving a Joule-Thomson cryocooler.

The Joule-Thomson compressor was operated while charged with nitrogen gas at pressures ranging from 50 PSI to 150 PSI. Output pressure ratios were varied from 2:1 to as high as 7:1 at different gas flow values. In all cases, the compressor operated smoothly, without any indication of unusual mechanical or gas dynamics such as instabilities or excessive gas backflow through the check valves. Power conversion efficiency was calculated based on the theoretical power required to deliver specific pressures and gas flows vs. the measured compressor power. Conversion efficiency ranged from 15% for the highest pressure ratios, to greater than 30% for lower pressure ratios. These values are in close agreement with the expected efficiency of approximately 25%, based on predicted check valve, clearance seal, and surface pressurization losses.

INTRODUCTION

Joule-Thomson (JT) cryocoolers have only been used in space for specialized low-temperature applications, such as the 6 K cooling stage for the MIRI cryocooler [1]. The primary reasons for this are the complexity of the JT compressor and cooler, and the low JT cooler efficiency at the temperatures required by typical cryogenic applications.

The recent development [2,3] of mid-wave infrared focal planes operating at 120-150 K temperature, rather than 80 K as required by traditional InSb detectors, allows JT coolers to use optimized high-performance gas mixtures, rather than pure nitrogen, as the working fluid. JT coolers using optimized gas mixtures can potentially have higher efficiency than Stirling-cycle coolers.

Lockheed Martin reported last year [4] on the development of a closed-cycle JT micro compressor suitable for long-life cryogenic applications, including space applications. That report described the design of the JT compressor. To briefly summarize, the Pulse Tube micro compressor previously qualified to TRL 6 [5, 6] was modified for use as a JT compressor. While retaining the same flexure bearing, clearance seal, long life compressor architecture, two
check valves were added to each compressor module in order to convert the ac pressure wave into a continuous dc flow. By operating these two modules in series, Lockheed Martin was able to achieve pressure ratios suitable for a JT cryocooler, while retaining the low exported vibration inherent in compressors with back-to-back piston modules. This compressor is shown in Figure 1.

The design of an efficient JT cryocooler using gas mixtures is a complex problem, because the gas constituents and mixing ratios of the optimum gas mixture are functions of the high and low pressures of the JT cooler, but the efficiency of the JT compressor is also a function of the high and low pressures. This optimization is more complicated than Stirling and Pulse Tube coolers because of the very high pressure ratios in the JT compressor. In order to achieve a pressure ratio of 4:1, it is necessary that each module have a pressure ratio of 2:1, whereas the pressure ratio in Stirling and Pulse Tube coolers is generally less than 1.3:1. The secondary compressor losses from surface pressurization in the compression spaces and leakage in the piston clearance seals scale with the square of the pressure ratio, causing these losses to dominate the motor $i^2R$ coil losses, which are typically the largest loss in a Stirling or pulse tube cooler.

In order to facilitate future JT cooler optimization, extensive compressor testing was performed on the JT compressor described in [4], so that future gas mixture studies can take the compressor efficiency into account.

**JT COMPRESSOR TESTING**

**Test Setup**

The JT compressor was connected to a closed-loop gas system and instrumented with pressure sensors and a calibrated gas flow meter, as shown in Figure 2. A metering valve was
used to set the desired gas flow rate. The gas volume in the high pressure side was minimized, and a gas buffer was included in the low pressure side in order to decrease the response time of the system to changes in compressor operation. The compressor and gas loop were maintained at ambient temperature with air cooling. All testing was performed with nitrogen working gas.

TEST RESULTS

JT Compressor testing was performed with low pressure values of 50, 75, 100, and 150 PSIA, and pressure ratios ranging from 2:1 to as high as 7:1, with varying amounts of nitrogen gas flow. For each operating point (with a specific low pressure, pressure ratio, and gas flow rate), a frequency scan was conducted to determine the optimum operating frequency. One representative frequency scan is shown in Figure 3, for a low pressure of 100 PSIA, a pressure ratio of 4:1, and a flow rate of zero. The compressor electrical input power is shown in the figure on the left, and includes both the total electrical input power, and the individual input powers for each compressor module. It can be seen that the total compressor power has a weak minimum, in this case at 106 Hz, and that the two compressor modules have minima at slightly different frequencies, 102 and 110 Hz. The figure on the right shows the PV power, calculated by subtracting the motor i²R loss from the electrical power. The PV power in this case, and

![Figure 2. JT compressor test setup. The low pressure is adjustable with the nitrogen gas bottle, and the high pressure and gas flow are adjustable by varying the compressor input power and the metering valve. The compressor power, current and voltage are monitored with a wattmeter.](image)

![Figure 3. Measured frequency scan for JT compressor operating at 100 PSIA low pressure, 400 PSIA high pressure, with no gas flow. These representative data show that the compressor electrical input power has a weak minimum at 106 Hz (left plot), whereas the individual compressor modules have individual minima at 102 and 110 Hz. The specific frequencies corresponding to these minima vary with low and high operating pressure. The PV power (total, and for each individual module) is independent of frequency.](image)
indeed in every case measured in this study, is very nearly independent of frequency. This is an indication that there is no detrimental dynamics present in the check valves, which might be expected to lead to frequency-dependent backflow losses.

Several other frequency scans, all still with zero gas flow, are shown in Figure 4. The two upper figures are the total electrical input power and PV Power for 150 PSIA low pressure, with pressure ratios of 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1. The two lower figures are for 50 PSIA low pressure, and pressure ratios ranging from 2:1 to 7:1. As before, the PV power is independent of frequency.

As one might expect, as the pressure ratio increases, the optimum frequency also increases, because of the effect of the gas spring. As in Figure 3, the PV power is independent of frequency.

Figure 4. Other measured frequency scans for JT compressor operating at 150 PSIA low pressure (top figures) and 50 PSIA low pressure (bottom figures). The optimum frequency (minimum input power) increases as the pressure ratio increases, because of the effect of the gas spring. As in Figure 3, the PV power is independent of frequency.

Effect of varying the gas flow, for one representative case (50 PSIA low pressure, 2:1 pressure ratio). As expected, more gas flow requires more input power.

Figure 5. Effect of varying the gas flow, for one representative case (50 PSIA low pressure, 2:1 pressure ratio). As expected, more gas flow requires more input power.
The effect of varying the gas flow is shown in Figure 5 for one representative case, with 50 PSIA low pressure, a pressure ratio of 2:1, and nitrogen gas flow varying from zero to 0.57 mmoles/second. As expected, as the gas flow increases while keeping the pressure ratio constant, the input power and PV power increase. As before, the PV power is nearly independent of frequency. The optimum frequency is nearly independent of flow for constant high and low pressures.

From every frequency scan such as those shown in Figure 5, we can extract the minimum input power. These optimum points are shown in Figure 6, for every set of test conditions measured during this study. Low pressures of 50, 75, 100 and 150 PSIA are shown, with nitrogen flow varying from zero up to nearly the maximum capacity of the compressor. The input power is a strong function of the pressures and flow values. For the cases of 100 and 150 PSIA low pressure, the maximum flow was limited by the compressor power we were willing to apply when fan-cooling the compressor. With good conductive cooling, we could achieve somewhat higher flow rates. For the cases of 50 and 75 PSIA low pressures, we were limited by the swept volume capability of the compressor. As expected, the input power increases as the pressure ratio and the gas flow increase.

In order to make the best use of these measurements, especially when assessing potential JT gas mixtures, it is useful to compare the measured compressor power with the ideal compressor power that one can calculate for ideal, lossless, isothermal compression. This ideal compressor power is given by

$$ P_{\text{Ideal}} = n m C_p T_0 \left( \frac{P_{\text{High}}}{P_{\text{Low}}} \right)^{(1-\gamma)/\gamma} - 1 \right) $$

where $m$ is the mass flow (g/s), $C_p$ is the gas specific heat (J/g-K), $T_0$ is the ambient temperature (K), $P_{\text{High}}$ and $P_{\text{Low}}$ are the operating pressures, and $\gamma$ is the ratio of specific heats.

Figure 6. Optimum (minimum) compressor input power for every set of conditions tested in this study. As expected, the input power increases with increasing pressure ratio and increasing gas flow.
We calculate the compressor efficiency for every point in Figure 6 by dividing the ideal compressor power by the measured compressor power. The calculated compressor efficiencies are shown in Figure 7. The compression efficiency is in the range of 20-30% for most data points. This efficiency includes all the losses in the compressor, including motor i^2R coil losses, piston clearance seal and surface pressurization losses, and losses associated with the check valves and gas flow passages.

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK**

The data shown in Figure 7 show that the Lockheed Martin JT micro compressor is capable of achieving a compression efficiency that is 20-30% of the ideal compression efficiency over a range of pressure ratios from 2:1 to as high as 5:1, with generally higher efficiency at lower pressure ratio and lower values of the low operating pressure. According to preliminary gas mixture analyses, this compressor performance is sufficient to allow a closed-cycle JT cooler to have an efficiency comparable to a Stirling or pulse tube cryocooler when operating at 150 K cold tip temperature.

We calculate the compressor efficiency for every point in Figure 6 by dividing the ideal compressor power by the measured compressor power. The calculated compressor efficiencies are shown in Figure 7. The compression efficiency is in the range of 20-30% for most data points. This efficiency includes all the losses in the compressor, including motor i^2R coil losses, piston clearance seal and surface pressurization losses, and losses associated with the check valves and gas flow passages.
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